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A REMARK ON WHITNEY'S PROOF

OF DE RHAM'S THEOREM1

jozef dodziuk

Abstract. The PL differential forms are used to prove that the mapping

induced on cohomology by pull-back of differential forms corresponds under

the de Rham isomorphism to the pull-back of cohomology classes.

H. Whitney (Geometric integration theory [W]) gave a beautiful proof of de

Rham's theorem. His approach, however, had a serious limitation. He did not

prove that, under the de Rham isomorphism Hj*R(M) « H*(M), the map-

ping induced on cohomology by the pull-back of forms corresponds to the

pull-back of cohomology classes. It is the purpose of this note to fill this gap.

We emphasize that the result itself is very well known and our only aim is to

give a proof consistent with Whitney's proof of de Rham's theorem. The only

difficulty, of course, is the fact that Whitney used simplicial cohomology, and

differential forms could not be pulled back under simplicial mappings.

However, if we enlarge the de Rham complex to include the so-called PL

forms (see [S]), we can define the pull-back operation and easily prove the

following

Theorem. Let f: M —> N be a C°° map of compact, smooth manifolds. Then

the diagram

hZr(n)^h£r(m)
V 1/

H*(N)^ H*(M)

is commutative.

Remark. The vertical arrows above are isomorphisms induced by integra-

tion of smooth forms over simplicial chains of C00 triangulations of M and N,

respectively. The homomorphisms/*,/* are induced by/

1. De Rham complex of a simplicial complex. Let TC be a finite simplicial

complex. AC00 c7-form co on K is a family

(1) co = {coa|zj a closed simplex of 7v,coCT a C°°z7-form on a}

satisfying the following compatibility conditions: If i: p ^> a is the inclusion
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of a face, then

(2) i*aa = ap.

The above compatibility conditions are preserved by the exterior differential

d, which allows us to define cTco = {dua}, the exterior derivative of co.

Obviously, d ° d = 0 and the space of all forms on K becomes a cochain

complex A* (K), the de Rham complex of K. The integration

(3) /.«-/.«..

where co G Aq(K), a is an oriented <7-simplex of K, and 0^<;^ dim K is well

defined and extends to a linear map/: A*(K) -^ C*(K). Stokes' theorem can

be applied to show that f is a chain map. Note that, if K is the complex of a

C00 triangulation of a smooth manifold M (see [W, p. 124] for definition of a

C°° triangulation), then the de Rham complex of AT, A* (M),injects into A* iK)

as a subcomplex, and the integration map on A*(K) is an extension of the

standard integration of smooth forms.

Now let /: K —> N be a continuous map of K into a C00 manifold A such

that for every closed simplex a of K, f\a is C00. For such/we can define the

pull-back/* :A*(N)^A*(K) by

(4) /*co = {(/|a)*«},        co G /f*(/V).

Again, if TC is a C00 triangulation of a smooth manifold M and / is smooth,

this agrees with the standard pull-back.

2. Homotopy formula. Let K and N be as above. Suppose F: K X I

—> N (I = [0,1]) is a continuous mapping such that f\a X I is C00 for every

closed simplex a of K. Let / be the injection of K into K X I given by

jtip) = (/>,/) and let/ = F ° jt. With this notation we have the following

Lemma. There exists a linear mapping H: A*(N) -> A*~x(K) such that

(5) /j  co — /o co = TTzico — oTTco

for every co G A* (N).

Proof. We observe that in the smooth category one can write an explicit

formula for TT (see [G, p. 178]). We apply this formula to F\a X I to obtain

(TTco)0 for every smooth form co on N. Namely (TTco)0 = JjJ j* o i(d/dt)

o (F\a X I) co, where z'(3/3r) denotes the interior product with 9/9/. Then the

family TTco = {(T/co)a} is a form on K and the mapping co —> TTco has the

required properties. We leave the details of the proof to the reader.

3. Induced mappings on cohomology. We now prove our theorem. Let

/: AT -» N be a smooth mapping of C00 manifolds. Let K and L be complexes

of C00 triangulations of AT and N, respectively. By the simplicial approxima-

tion theorem there exists a subdivision Kx of K and a simplicial mapping

<p: Kx -» L such that f(p) and q>(p) lie on a closed simplex of L for every

p G Kx (= AT). We can, therefore, define

(6) F(p,t) = (I - t)f(p) + ttp{p)
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for p G M, t G [0,1]. Note that F\a X 7 is C00 for every closed simplex a of

Kx so that the homotopy formula (4) can be applied.

Let co be a closed z7-form on N and let a be the cohomology class of the

cochain defined by integrating co. By definition,/'a = tp'a. The change of

variable formula

shows that tp^a is represented by the cochain f (p*co. Thus, we only have to

show that tp*co and/*co have the same periods on cycles of Kx. By the

homotopy formula (5) applied to F,

(8) /*co = <p*co + z777co,

and Stokes' theorem shows that/*co and tp* co indeed have equal periods.
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